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without acknowledging these higher divisions, admits five families: Cheloniada?,

Sphargidm, Trionioida3, Eniydida, and Testuc1inida, as does also Bell, though this

author divides these families between the two sections first introduced by Oppel,

admitting however, for them, the names proposed by Merrem.

Pitzinger' has also five families in the order of Chelonians, but these do not

exactly agree with those of Gray and Bell, for he unites the Sphai'gida and the

Chelonida3, but he adds another family under the name of Chelydoidea. Ritgen2
admits, above the genera, three primary sections, Eretmochelones, Phyllopodocheloues,
and Podochelones; and so does also Wagler,8 though he changes the names of

Ritgen. into Oiacopoc]es, Steganopodes, and Tylopodes, calling them. tribes, while

the whole order is considered as including a single family. F. Meyer4 admits the

same three subdivisions of his Tylopoda, (Testudinata,) but he gives them again
new names. Wiegmann divides the Testudiuata into five families, without higher

groups, namely, Chelona,, Chersiuze, Elnyda?, Chelyche, Chulota. Swaiuson° admits
also five families, but with still different limits. Prince Canino,7 on the contrary,
admits three families and four sub-lhntilies, but his three families do not correspond
to the three sections or tribes of Waglei', as he unites the land and fresh-water
Turtles into one family, while he considers the Trionychida as a distinct family,
which both Ritgen and Wagler place with the common fresh-water Turtles. The
land and fresh-water Turtles are to Ctuiino only sub-families. Dumril and Bibron
admit four families, Thalassites, Potamides, Elodites, and Chersites, and two sub.
families.8

These apparently most discrepant classifications, if we judge them merely by
the different names employed by their authors, have in themselves more similarity
than would at first appear. For instance, the three genera of Brongniart corre

spond to the three sections or tribes of Rit.gen and of Wagler; the three

fan-Noticethat, though Gray admits five families in 1831
as in 1825, he limits them differently in the second
than in the first Synopsis.
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